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CALIBRATION → DETAILS OF CALIBRATION POINT

PAGE 3

Menu Calibration /
Show Details displays 
data used for selected 
level

Residual sum of 
deviation squares

(Un)check checkbox 
to include/omitt
from calibration 



CALIBRATION → CALIBRATION OPTIONS

PAGE 4

Calculation types:
ESTD, ISTD, NORM, 
STDADD

Calibration curve check:
Failure displayed in the 
Peak Type column in 
Result Table

Refers to automatic
or manual calibration



CALIBRATION → MANUAL CALIBRATION

PAGE 5

Information 
about the 
compound

Refers to the level
being calibrated

Criteria for 
identification

Response options:
Area, Height or 
Area %

Resulting response

Adjust response 
manually

Suggested 
response 
from standard

Original
response



CALIBRATION → LOD, LOQ

PAGE 6

Column for Retention
(Kovats) indexes is hidden
in default settings. Use 
setup columns to display it. 

Amounts lower 
then specified 
LOD or LOQ limits 
are marked in 
Peak type column.



CALIBRATION → BRACKETING & STANDARD ADDITION

PAGE 7

This calibration will be used once 
„Calibration used as specified by 
user“ option is selected

Copy of the Example calibration will be 
created according to Sequence options, 
Calibration and Sequence Usage

Calibration and Sequence Usage:
Clone calibration at each Sequence start
Standard Addition
Bracketing
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CALCULATIONS → ISTD

PAGE 9

ISTD amount of 
compound in standard

ISTD calculations are performed:
a) Amount for ISTD is set in both 
calibration and sample
b) both are zero

Up to 10 ISTD compounds allowed in 
calibration. If conditions are not 
met, no results will be calculated

ISTD compound 
amount in sample



CALCULATIONS → NORMALIZED %

PAGE 10

Amount % column gives the 
normalized % if all integrated 
peaks are calibrated and Sample
amount is zero

Same calculations to ESTD
Additionally checks that that all
identified peaks are calibrated
and all peaks in calibration were 
identified in the chromatogram

If Sample amount is non-zero, it 
will replace the sum in the 
Amount column and serve as a 
base for Amount % calculation
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GROUPS → ADDING A GROUP

PAGE 12

1st step is to name them 
and add peaks to a group 
in the integration table

2nd step is to set a Group in 
Calibration table. The 
compound name and amount 
is set as for ordinary peaks



CHROMATOGRAM WINDOW → SCALE & UNCAL RESPONSE

PAGE 13

Scale factor and Units upon scaling:
Multiplies values in Amount column and 
changes the units in column header. 
Method specific parameter, multiplies 
also the entered Sample Amount value.

Unidentified peaks are used 
for quantification of 
unidentified compounds. For 
universal response detectors 
(ELSD, FID, RI)



CHROMATOGRAM WINDOW → SCALE & UNCAL RESPONSE

PAGE 14

Dilution:
Multiplies values in Amount column.
Sample specific parameter (entered 
from Sequence or Single Analysis 
window). 



INJECTION VOLUME → SINGLE ANALYSIS & CALIBRATION OPTIONS

PAGE 15

Default Injection Volume must be set 
first in calibration and Injection Volume 
set in standards before calibrating

Setting Default 
Injected Volume
in calibration

Setting Injection 
Volume for sample 
and standard

Supposes linear detector response
Improper use may lead to incorrect 
results



SINGLE ANALYSIS → USE AUTOSAMPLER
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Use Autosampler –
option enabled only 
if AS is configured on 
the instrument

Perform one injection 
from the specified 
Vial and start the 
acquisition

Support for 
graphical entry 
of vial number



SINGLE ANALYSIS → USER VARIABLES
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Analysis variables can be 
used further in the 
custom calculations in 
the Result table

Analysis user variables 
are copied from the single 
analysis to the measured 
chromatogram



SEQUENCE → USER VARIABLES
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Analysis variables can be 
used further in the 
custom calculations in 
the Result table

Add user variables 
columns using 
Setup columns.



METHOD SETUP → METHOD VARIABLES
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Method variables can be 
used further in the 
custom calculations in 
the Result table

Advanced tab of the method -
user variables are copied 
from the Method Setup to the 
measured chromatogram



SUPPORT@DATAAPEX.COM
WWW.DATAAPEX.COM

…THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME
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